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“Faster than Moscow itself, you learn to see Berlin from 
Moscow.” this was the observation that Walter Ben-
jamin (1892–1940) used in retrospect to introduce his 
comparison of the two cities in his Moscow Diary.1 the 
expectation that his home city of Berlin would come into 
a clearer focus when seen from a distant and foreign city 
than in the more familiar local perspective was probably 
an important motive for Benjamin’s intensive journeys 
and city comparisons.

the organisers of the International Heritage day 2006 
in Moscow seem to have similar hopes when they ask 
me to report from a foreign point of view. Perhaps they 
thought that what applied to Moscow and Berlin between 
the two World Wars would also apply in reverse 80 years 
later: that in 2006 it may be possible to get to know Mos-
cow more quickly when seen from Berlin than from a 
native perspective. or perhaps the situation in Moscow 
today is similar to what has applied to many places since 
the days of scripture: “the prophet is not without honour 
save in his own country”. 

travelling educates

the Moscow Diary by Walter Benjamin only touches 
marginally on the new architecture that arose after the 
october revolution. the only building that made a last-
ing impression on him is “Moscow’s large broadcasting 
house which looks different from all else that I saw”, 2 in 

other words the grid tower for shabolovka radio station 
by Vladimir G. shukhov which went into operation in 
1922.3 But Benjamin’s travel diary can be seen as being 
historically symptomatic of a travel fever which Mos-
cow stimulated in artists and architects at the time. never 
before, and probably never since, have architects, urban 
planners, painters and sculptors from the two capital ci-
ties engaged in such a lively personal and professional 
exchange as in the first Republican decades after the fall 
of the monarchies in russia and Germany. 

In addition to the special relationship which Berlin had 
in the west with the metropolitan art and architecture of 
the city of Paris from the late 19th century, it also had a 
special relationship with the russian metropolis in the 
east after the russian october revolution of 1917 and the 
German november revolution of 1918. In 1931, when 
the competition jury was assembled for the soviet Palace, 
the world’s capital city of socialism showed itself as a 
metropolitan city that was open for the whole world and 
a meeting point for world-famous architects: “the twelve 
members of the jury only included three russians, all 
of the others were foreigners, including several famous 
names: le Corbusier and Perret from France, Gropius, 
Mendelsohn and Poelzig from Germany. the spirit of the 
twenties was still alive, and the Moscow – Berlin – Paris 
axis was still intact. at the time, Moscow was a sort of 
Mecca for modern architects …” 4 

the large russian colonies and the exciting exhibitions 
(First russian art exhibition, 1922) were the decisive 
foundation for the intense interaction between Berlin 
and Moscow. the most prominent artist was el (lasar 
Markowich) lissitzky (1890 –1941), who had spent some 
time studying and working in Germany before and after 
the First World War. He also was probably the most pro-
ductive mediator and the most influential proponent of 
a cross-border architectural dialogue between the newly 
created regimes of the Weimar republic and the soviet 
union.5 It seems that in 1920 he imported the russian 
term and concept of “Constructivism” to Germany (düs-
seldorf), and with his theory of the “Proun” (Proekt dlja 
utverzdenie novogo = project to strengthen the new) he 
inspired innumerable debates on art in Germany. 

at an early stage there were also west-to-east study 
and lecture tours from Germany to russia, or ideas and 
projects from Berlin which were exported to Moscow or 
st. Petersburg. some people associated political hopes of 
a new society with soviet russia, and probably everyone 
hoped for a personal encounter with the new products and 
protagonists of a cultural revolution which opposed the 
tradition and conventions of the monarchy. the collec-
tive term or the umbrella term of the “avant-garde” could 
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be used to cover completely different artistic and archi-
tectural movements and styles which had one common 
element: a radical rejection of the past and a passionate 
appeal for an aesthetic renewal of art and life. 

architecture for a new social order

1. the avant-garde was more than an aesthetic revolution 
or a revolution of form and design. the architecture 
of the avant-garde aimed to create a new architectural 
programme, to revolutionise the production and the 
so-cial use of architecture. This applied first of all to 
the creation and extension of a new technical infra-
structure for media, transport and industrial produc-
tion. Bold engineering structures of steel and concrete 
were created to serve new building tasks. they includ-
ed the tower buildings and wide-span roof structures  
of Vladimir G. shukhov (1853–1939), his bus and lor-
ry garages designed together with Konstantin s. Mel- 
nikov (Intourist garage, 1934–36), the press buildings 
for “Isvestja” (1925–27, Grigory Borisovich Barkhin 
and his son Michail) and “Pravda” (1930 –35, Pantelei-
mon A. Golosov), the central telegraph office (1925– 
27, I. I. rerberg) and the Gostorg Ministry of trade 

(1925–27, B. M. Velikovsky, a. j. langman, M. o. 
Barshch etc.). In this connection, it is also worth men-
tioning the cubo-futuristic and constructivist architec-
tural visions of alexander Mikhailovich rodchenko 
(1891–1956) and (reminiscent of sant’elia) jakov 
Chernikhov (1889–1951).

2. soviet architecture tried out radical new solutions in 
the area of residential construction and social hous-
ing. after all, the solution of housing problems was 
a central task of social policies. at the same time, it 
offered a unique opportunity for a new modern de-
sign of the city.6 apart from the experiments with new 
construction materials and building designs,7 visitors 

6 Cf. Anatole Kopp, Changer la vie, changer la ville. De 
la vie nouvelle aux problèmes urbains URSS 1917–1932, 
Paris 1975; Barbara Kreis, Moskau 1917–1935. Vom 
Wohnungsbau zum Städtebau, München 1985.

7 Cf. Anke Zalivako, Zur Erhaltung der Bauten der 1920er 
Jahre im Vergleich Bundesrepublik Deutschland – Rus-
sische Föderation (Moskau) unter besonderer Berück-
sichtigung der baukonstruktiven Voraussetzungen: 
Probleme, Erfahrungen, Perspektiven, Diss. TU Berlin 
2003, especially pp. 30–157.

Apartment building on Kudrinskaya square, Moscow, 1948–54, arch. M. Posokhin.  
View from the roof of Narkomfin Commune House, 1928, arch. M. Ginzburg, I. Milinis in 2005
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were especially impressed by the systematic research 
and the development of new forms of housing. the 
sophisticated search for minimised floor plan types 
and rational access variants and the reorganisation of 
residential functions and housework probably met with 
the greatest interest in the west. But Moscow probably 
gained its historical reputation as a capital of the inter-
national avant-garde because of a wide range of inno-
vative collective residential building types such as the 
variable partitionable and combinable “section houses” 
or “modular houses” (n. ladovsky, el lissitzky, etc.), 
the Narkomfin commune house (1928–30) by Moisei 
Ginzburg and I. Milinis, the communal students’ hostel 
(1929–30) by I. nikolaev or the innovative twin tower 
of the Melnikov house (1927–29).8

3. Community buildings were a particularly effective 
and symbolic means to change the style of life. Wor-
kers’ clubs and cultural palaces were to be social and 
architectural crystallisation points which would help 
to create a socialist culture and style of life (“social 
power station”, el lissitzky, 1930).9 the clubhouses 
and cultural palaces can be regarded as prime exam-
ples of russian avant-garde architecture. the list of 
responsible architects is like a “Who is who” of the 
soviet avant-garde and includes Konstantin s. Meln-
ikov (rusakov club, Frunze club, stormy petrel club, 
rubber workers’club), Ilia a. Golosov (Zujev club), 
I. a. Fomin and a. I. langman (dynamo club) and the 
brothers l. a., W. a. and a. a. Vesnin (Cultural Palace 
of the Proletarsky district).10 the importance of avant-
garde workers’ clubs as an independent soviet contri-
bution to the development of the european people’s 
building concept before the second World War and a 
precursor to the later houses of culture in the soviet 
hemisphere can hardly be overestimated.11

4. and not least, the soviet russian avant-garde made an 
epoch-making contribution to overcoming the com-
memorative tradition of the 19th century and creating an abstract form of monument art and memorial art 

in europe. Instead of the imitative representational 
monument style of Historicism, the young avant 
garde of architects and sculptors drew on the mobilis-
ing power of abstract symbols, on form and design, 
material and workmanship. their ideas and designs 
were an important source of inspiration for monument 
projects all over the world, even though they were only 
rarely implemented in the soviet union itself (alexy  
Victorovich schusev, 1873–1949: lenin Mausoleum, 
1924 –30) or were only implemented later as monu-
mental architecture in the socialist realism of the sta-
lin era (Boris Iofan – Vera Mukhina: the Industrial 
Worker and the Collective Farm Girl, soviet pavilion 
in Paris 1937, moved to the grounds of the all russia 
exhibition in Moscow in 1939). spectacular examples 
of an ephemeral architecture also attracted great atten-
tion and were widely published – temporary buildings 
which have been passed down to us as exhibition and 

Kauchuk Workers’ club, Moscow, 1927–29, arch.  
K. Melnikov, in 2005

Cultural Palace of the Proletarsky district, Moscow, 
1931–37; arch. V. Vesnin, A. Vesnin, in 2005

8 Cf. Juhani Pallasmaa, The Melnikov House, Moscow 
(1927–29) (Historical Building Monograph 7), London 
1996.

9 El Lissitzky (see annotation 5), pp. 25–27.
10 Cf. Christiane Post, Arbeiterklubs als neue Bauaufgabe 

der sowjetischen Avantgarde, Berlin 2004.
11 Cf. Architecture pour le Peuple. Maisons du Peuple 

(Belgique, Allemagne, Autriche, France, Grande-Bre-
tagne, Italie, Pays-Bas, Suisse), Brüssel 1984; Dietrich 
W. Schmidt, Der sowjetische Arbeiterclub als Para-
phrase des deutschen Volkshauses. Konzeptionelle 
Verbindungen bei der Entwicklung eines Bautyps für die 
Arbeiterbildung, in: Avantgarde II 1924–1937.  
Sowjetische Architektur, Stuttgart 1993, pp. 76  –91;  
Simone Hain, Stephan Stroux, Die Salons der Sozia- 
listen. Kulturhäuser in der DDR, Berlin 1996, pp. 110 ff. 
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12 Cf. http://www.muar.ru/eng/ve/rogozina/prazdnik/index.
htm (Life became better, comrades, life became more 
cheerful. Holiday decoration of Moscow, 1930 s. Schusev 
State Museum of Architecture Moscow – Virtual Exhibi-
tion)

13 Cf. Frederick Starr, K. Melnikov le pavillon soviétique 
paris 1925, Paris 1996.

14 Cf. Schusev State Museum of Architecture Moscow et al. 
(eds.), Avantgarde I 1900  –1923. Russisch-sowjetische 
Architektur, Stuttgart 1991, pp. 180  –181, 214 ff., 244 ff. 

15 Cf. Irina Grigorieva, Erich Mendelsohns Wirken als 
Architekt in der Sowjetunion (LMU, Geschichts- und 
Kunstwissenschaften, Nr. 5), Diss. Ludwig-Maximilian 
Universität München 2003; see http:// www.epub.ub.uni-
muenchen./archive/00000421/01/Gregorieva_Irina.pdf.

16 Cf. Peter Knoch, Nieder mit dem Eklektizismus! In- 
dustriearchitektur in Leningrad 1917–1939, in: Bauwelt 
83, vol. 1992, pp. 106 –115; cf. Margarita S. Stiglitz, 
Promyschlennaja architektura Petersburga w sferje 
„industrial’noj archeologii“, St. Petersburg 2003.

17 Erich Mendelsohn, Russland – Europa – Amerika.  
Ein architektonischer Querschnitt, Berlin 1929  
(Reprint Basel, Berlin, Boston 1989). 

18 Cf. also the special issue of Wissenschaftliche Zeitschrift 
der Humboldt-Universität Berlin, gesellschafts- und 
sprachwissenschaftliche Reihe, vol. XVI /1967, no. 3, 
focussing on German-Soviet architectural relationship 
between World War I and World War II, in particular 
the contributions by Kurt Junghanns, Die Beziehungen 
zwischen deutschen und sowjetischen Architekten in 
den Jahren 1917 bis 1933, pp. 369 –381 and by Hans 
Schmidt, Die Tätigkeit deutscher Architekten und 
Spezialisten des Bauwesens in der Sowjetunion in den 
Jahren 1930 bis 1937, pp. 383–399; Christian Schäd-
lich, Das Bauhaus und die Tradition der Zusammenar-
beit zwischen deutschen und sowjetischen Architekten, 
in: Architektur der DDR, vol. 25 (1976), no. 12, pp. 
716  –721. 

sohn’s formal principle of dynamic functionalism, which 
was also characteristic of the russian combination of ex-
pressionism and suprematism.16 In 1929 he published 
his international comparative study as a book: Russia –  
Europe – America. An architectural cross section.17 

among the countless architects, planners, engineers 
and artists who flocked to the new Soviet Union in their 
hundreds or even thousands from Germany, switzerland, 
austria, the rest of europe and even from other conti-
nents around 1930, partly due to the world economic cri-
sis, there were some who already had an international 
reputation, and others who made their reputation after 
1945.18 they included ernst May (1896 –1970), who 
was the municipal director of building responsible for 
the legendary new Frankfurt between 1925 and 1930, 
and other famous personalities such as Mart stam from 
Holland and Hans schmidt from switzerland. the swiss 
architect Hans schmidt was a committed socialist and 

Lermontov House, Moscow, 1949 –53,  
arch. A. Dushkin, B. Mezentsev, in 2005

trade fair architecture, stage sets, decorative art12 or 
kiosks (Konstantin Melnikov: the ussr pavilion at the 
Paris International exhibition of decorative arts and 
Modern Industry in 192513). some monument designs 
did not get beyond the model stage or even the stage of 
“paper architecture” – but nevertheless found their way 
into the collective image memory of humanity in the 
20 th century because of their visionary force (Vladimir 
tatlin: Monument of the third International, 1919 –20; 
el lissitzky: the Cloud Iron, 1924; I. I. leonidov: 
lenin Institute, 1927).14 

Mutual inspiration 

the travels and working trips of most architects from cen-
tral and western europe before the second World War 
focused mainly on Modernist buildings and architects. 
Many responded to the invitation of the recently founded 
soviet union to help in building new cities. some hoped 
for a land of unbounded possibilities in the east. Few ar-
chitects from Western europe, especially from Holland, 
France and German-speaking countries (Germany, austria 
and switzerland), themselves created modernist buildings 
in russia. the particularly impressive architectural testi-
monies to this early cross-border Modernism on the terri-
tory of the former soviet union include smaller buildings 
such as the municipal library of Viipuri – russia by alvar 
aalto (1898–1976) and the large building of the Centro-
soiuz in Moscow (1928–35), with which le Corbusier 
(1887–1965) and his soviet colleague nikolai jakovlevic 
Kolli (1894 –1966) created a monumental administrative 
and cultural complex in the Moscow city landscape. the 
time that erich Mendelsohn (1887–1935) spent in post-
revolutionary russia was also very fruitful.15 the red 
Flag textile factory (1925–27) in leningrad from the mid-
1920s, which was based on his designs, follows Mendel-
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19 Cf. Christian Borngräber, Ausländische Architekten 
in der UdSSR: Bruno Taut, die Brigaden Ernst May, 
Hannes Meyer und Hans Schmidt, in: Wem gehört die 
Welt? Kunst und Gesellschaft in der Weimarer Republik, 
(exhibition catalogue) Berlin 1977, pp. 109 –137. 

20 Cf. Dmitrij Khmelnickii, The struggle for Soviet archi-
tecture. Foreign architects in the USSR during the  
Stalin era – Der Kampf um die sowjetische Architektur. 
Ausländische Architekten in der UdSSR der Stalin-Ära, 
in: Ost-Europa, vol. 55, no. 9. September 2005, pp. 
91–105.

21 Cf. Anatole Kopp, Architecture de la période stalinienne, 
Grenoble 1978; Boris Groys, Gesamtkunstwerk Stalin. 
Die gespaltene Kultur in der Sowjetunion, München/
Wien 1988; Peter Noever, Tyrannei des Schönen. 
Architektur der Stalin-Zeit, München 1995; Harald 
Bodenschatz/Christiane Post (eds.), Städtebau im Schat-
ten Stalins. Die internationale Suche nach der sozialis-
tischen Stadt in der Sowjetunion 1929  –1935, with the 
cooperation of Uwe Altrock, Susanne Karn, Steffen Ott, 
Benjamin Braun, Heike Hoffmann und Franziska Träger 
(Schriften des Schinkel-Zentrums für Architektur, Stadt-
forschung und Denkmalpflege der Technischen Univer-
sität Berlin, vol. 1), Berlin 2003

22 Cf. Kurt Liebknecht, Mein bewegtes Leben. Aufgeschrie-
ben von Steffi Knop, Berlin 1986.

23 Cf. Gerhard Kosel, Unternehmen Wissenschaft. Die Wie-
derentdeckung einer Idee. Erinnerungen, Berlin 1989.

an important polemical advocate of international Mod-
ernism. together with Mart stam and el lissitsky (and 
emil roth) he founded the magazine ABC Contributions 
to Building, which was one of the bridges between the 
soviet constructivists and the functionalists of the West. 
Hannes Meyer (1889 –1954), who was dismissed as the 
director of the Bauhaus in dessau in 1930 for political 
reasons, also went to Moscow with a group of Bauhaus 
students and employees.19 stalin called on the productive 
industrial architect albert Kahn (1869 –1942) from the 
American motor city of Detroit in order to benefit from 
his experience and success as a pioneer of modern fac-
tory architecture in the drastic modernisation of industrial 
buildings and engineer training (1930 –32).20 

architectural monuments of Socialist Realism? 21

5.  the multi-level competition for the soviet Palace 
which was mentioned above represented a final and 
obvious departure from traditionalism and a break-
through for the stalinist doctrine of socialist realism 
in architectural policy. the design for a gigantic tower 
and monument building which was confirmed in 1934 
(Gelfrejch, Vladimir Georgievich Iofan et al.) was not 
actually built, nor were the subsequent projects for a 

central line of tower buildings after the second World 
War. nevertheless, this major project was not without 
consequences, as you know. a crown of seven high 
tower buildings from the stalin era form a star-like 
ring around the old centre of Moscow. they skillfully 
occupy the exposed points in the topography of the 
city and create an impressive skyline to announce the 
new era. the “seven sisters” – as joint successors to 
the unbuilt soviet Palace – are similar to each other in 
the distinctive stalinist “wedding cake style”. and they 
were joined by numerous smaller “sisters” all over 
Moscow, giving the soviet capital an unmistakeable 
visual character among the world’s metropolitan cities 
of the 20 th century. 

6.  another achievement of soviet engineers and archi-
tects was no less impressive and received worldwide 
acclaim from the 1930s into the 1950s, although it did 
not affect the city skyline. the Moscow Metro had a 
lasting and unmistakeable effect on the city, but below 
ground level. nowhere else in the world has modern 
society set itself and its metropolitan mass transport 
system such a magnificent, even extravagant monu-
ment as in Moscow. Where else have the glorification 
of work and the progress of science and technology in 
the 20 th century been celebrated in such architectural 
and sculptural opulence as in the decorative images and 
sculptures in the Moscow underground? the Moscow 
Metro, which was efficiently planned and dramatically 
designed to plans by alexy dushkin, jakov lichten-
berg, Igor roshin, d. n. Chechulin, l. tellizky and 
others, is a monument to Modernism and a monument 
to work. However, the modern metropolis of Moscow 
mainly created the immense splendour of its under-
ground by traditional artistic means. that perhaps part-
ly explains why it is so popular and famous. 

Soviet architectural exports?

some architects and urban planners from Germany sur-
vived the murderous second World War in russia, some 
even in soviet prisons. they returned to Germany as pro-
tagonists of the stalinist architectural doctrine of socialist 
realism. they embodied the early post-war principles 
of the national tradition in the architecture of the Gdr, 
such as Poelzig’s pupils Kurt liebknecht 22 and Gerhard 
Kosel,23 who were to play a central role in architectural 
policies as presidents of the Building academy. 

some of the German architects and urban planners who 
visited the soviet capital after 1945 became famous and 
left their mark on German architectural history, for ex-
ample the delegation from east Germany, or rather the 
newly founded “German democratic republic” Gdr), 
who were sent to visit the Building exhibition and build-
ing sites in Moscow in april/May of 1950 (12 april – 
25 May). this Journey to Moscow was a turning point 
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which led to the urban design and architectural principles 
of the “national tradition” of the Gdr.24 

The street which was propagated as the “first Socialist 
boulevard on German soil”, stalin-allee (now Karl-Marx-
allee) in Berlin, was said to be “national in form, socialist 
(or proletarian) in the content” even years after stalin’s 
death (1876–1953).25 the oval open space on strausberg-
er Platz and the towering gateway buildings (Haus des 
Kindes, Haus Berlin) which are marking the start of sta-
lin-allee were almost inconceivable without Moscow as a 
model – in particular the buildings at Kaluga Gate (lenin-
sky Prospect 30  –57; october square, Gagarin square) by 
I. I. Fomin, e. a. leninson and a. j. arkin (1930  –1950). 
Equally difficult to imagine were the early designs for 
a central government tower building (richard Paulick, 
1951/52; Gerhard Kosel etc. 1957/58), which was to take 
the place of Berlin’s demolished “stadtschloss” and to be 
based on reference projects in Moscow such as the stalin-

24 Cf. Simone Hain, Reise nach Moskau: wie Deutsche 
„sozialistisch“ bauen lernten, in: Bauwelt 83 (1992),  
no. 45, pp. 2 546 –2 558; idem, „Reise nach Moskau“.  
Dokumente zur Erklärung von Motiven, Entschei-
dungsstrukturen und Umsetzungskonflikten für den 
ersten städtebaulichen Paradigmenwechsel in der DDR 
und zum Umfeld des „Aufbaugesetzes“ von 1950,  
(REGIO-doc 1/1995, edited by the Institut für Regional-
entwicklung und Strukturplanung – IRS), Berlin 1996.

25 Cf. Jörg Haspel, Stadtbaudenkmal Karl-Marx-Allee, 
in: Die große Magistrale. Perspektiven der städtebauli-
chen Entwicklung, edited by Wohnungsbaugesellschaft 
Friedrichshain, Berlin 1993, pp. 32–35; idem, Zwischen 
Erhaltung und Erneuerung: die Karl-Marx-Allee in Ber-
lin, in: ICOMOS Deutsches Nationalkomitee (ed.): Sta-
linistische Architektur unter Denkmalschutz? (ICOMOS 
Hefte des Deutschen Nationalkomitees IX), München 
1996, pp. 17–25; idem, Denkmalpflegerische Aspekte 
der Sanierung und Revitalisierung der Karl-Marx- 
Allee, in: Helmut Engel/Wolfgang Ribbe (ed.), Karl-
Marx-Allee in Berlin. Die Wandlung der sozialistischen 
Magistrale zur Hauptstraße des Ostens (Publikationen 
der Historischen Kommission zu Berlin) Berlin 1996, 
pp. 187–203.

Warsaw (Poland), Palace of Culture and Science, the 
former Joseph Stalin Palace (Lev Rudnev, 1952–55) 

Shanghai (China), Exhibition Hall, the former  
Sino-Soviet Friendship Mansion (1955) 

Berlin Strausberger Platz, arch. Hermann Henselmann 
(1952–1955), influenced by Kaluga Gate Square  
in Moscow (1939–1950)
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26 Emil Kaufmann, Von Ledoux bis Corbusier, Wien 1933; 
cf. also Emil Kaufmann, Von Ledoux bis Le Corbusier: 
Ursprung und Entwicklung der Autonomen Architektur, 
Stuttgart 1985.

27 Cf. Revolutionsarchitektur – Boullée, Ledoux, Le-
queu, edited by Gallwitz, Düttmann et al. (exhibition 
catalogue) Kunsthalle Baden-Baden 1971; Klaus Jan 
Philipp (ed.), Revolutionsarchitektur, Braunschweig and 
Wiesbaden 1990; Philippe Madec, Etienne-Louis Boul-
lée, Basel, Boston, Berlin 1989; Michel Gallet, Claude-
Nicolas Ledoux 1736 –1806, Stuttgart 1983; Revolu- 
tionsarchitektur. Ein Aspekt der europäischen Architek-
tur um 1800, edited by Winfried Nerdinger, Klaus Jan 
Philip and Hans-Peter Schwarz, (exhibition catalogue) 
München 1990; Hubertus Adam, Kugel, Prisma und Zy-
linder. Revolutionsarchitektur als Ferment des Architek-
turdiskurses, in: Neue Zürcher Zeitung, Jan. 30th, 1999.

28 Adolph Max Vogt, Russische und französische Revo- 
lutions-Architektur 1789 –1917. Zur Einwirkung des  
Marxismus und Newtonismus auf die Bauweise, Köln 
1974; (2nd ed. Braunschweig 1990).

ist tower buildings and the demolition of the Church of 
Christ the saviour (1883–1931) for a hypertrophic soviet 
Palace (competition 1931, building begun in 1937–  42 
– alterations 1960 for Moscow swimming baths; modi-
fied reconstruction of the Church of Christ the Saviour 
1994 –1997).

After 1945 the Moscow model influenced most member 
states of the later Warsaw Pact and other associated coun-
tries to which the soviets wished to export not only their 
social revolution, but also their architectural doctrine for 
the creation of a new society in traditional architectural 
forms. the Palace of Culture and science – “joseph sta-
lin Palace” (lev rudniev, 1952–55) in Warsaw, which 
is decorated with attic motifs of the Polish renaissance, 
is very similar to the tower buildings of the stalin era in 
Moscow. the same applies to the sino-soviet exhibition 
pavilion in shanghai which was built in 1954–55 as the 
House of russian-Chinese Friendship, which would also 
have looked perfectly in place in a Moscow Park or ex-
hibition centre.

the major system that spread out below the metropoli-
tan city from the 1930s to become a transport network 
with 150 stations was just as inspiring. several under-
ground stations which were built after the second World 
War in russia (leningrad/st. Petersburg, narvskaya), the 
soviet republics (Kiev, Zoloti-Vorota) and later in other 
major cities in the soviet hemisphere could easily be seen 
as reminiscent of the Moscow Metro. A last weak reflec-
tion can be seen, for example, in the only underground 
system in Central asia, the tashkent Metro (Mustaqilik 
Maidoni station, 1977; navoiy station, 1984) built by 
some of the leading architects and artists from uzbekistan 
and the socialist style of the Metro in the capital of north 

Korea, (Pyongyang, yonggwang station) as later succes-
sors to the style.

Revolutionary architecture

the German term “revolutionsarchitektur” or the con-
cept of “revolutionary architecture” shows a link between 
the political upheaval of the French revolution of 1789 
and the anti-Baroque style of early Classicism (etienne-
louis Boullée, Claude nicolas ledoux, jean-jacques le-
queu in France; adrain dmitrijevich sakharov in russia; 
Friedrich Weinbrenner and Friedrich Gilly in Germany). 
In the 1930s emil Kaufmann, in his book From Ledoux to 
Corbusier 26 was the first to create a line of tradition from 
the early Classicism of the enlightenment in the 18 th cen-
tury to the protagonists of early Modernism in the 20 th 
century.27 the swiss art theorist and journalist adolf Max 
Vogt took up this idea in the middle of the 1970s under 
the programmatical title Russian and French Revolution-
ary Architecture 1789  –1917. The Effect of Marxism and 
Newtonism on Architecture.28 What Boullée and ledoux 
signified for the French revolutionary years around 1789 
was reflected by architects and artists such as El Lissitz-
ky, tatlin and Chernikhov for the russian revolutionary 
years around 1917: their revolutionary designs, and even 
more their buildings, anticipated the utopia of a coming 
architecture and a future society.

the epoch-making contributions of French revolution-
ary architecture are now represented among the unesCo 
World Heritage sites. the royal saltworks of arc-et-
senans by nicolas ledoux (1736 –1806) have even been 
listed since 1982 as the French contribution on the World 
Heritage list. But the epoch-making contributions to 20 th 
century world architecture which arose on the soil of the 
soviet union are still not represented. not a single build-
ing appears on the World Heritage list to commemorate 
the legendary works of the russian architectural avant 
garde which made such a worldwide impression between 
the two World Wars. up to now, russian revolutionary 
architecture is no more than a blind spot on the unesCo 
World Heritage list. 

architectural schools and architectural  
associations

Modernism probably had its most famous focal points and 
its most productive agencies in the institutionalised archi-
tectural schools and the self-organised architectural as-
sociations. The best-known and most influential network 
of this kind was almost certainly found in Holland, Ger-
many and russia. It included the de stijl Group founded 
in 1917 by theo van doesburg and Piet Mondrian in the 
netherlands, with its magazine of the same name (until 
1929), which also included the architects jacobus johan-
nes Pieter oud, Gerrit thomas rietveld and jan Wils and, 
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I have not found any international architectural history of 
the 20th century which does not deal with the two main 
trends in soviet architecture – avant-garde and neo-tra-
ditionalism – and recognise their international influence 
and importance. the Lexikon der Weltarchitektur founded 
by nikolaus Pevsner, john Fleming and Hugh Honour 
says of the soviet architecture of the 20 th century “that 
the most progressive views developed in the 1920s were 
accepted in russia for a short time (el lissitzky, Vesnin, 
tatlin, ladovsky)”.30 and Maria Kiernan, in her multi-
lingual guide to the architecture of the 20 th century in 
Moscow, even concludes: “Constructivism is the only 
architectural style in the history of soviet architecture 
which had a worldwide effect.” 31

the origins of Constructivism and suprematism in 
architecture and urban design were in russia. after the 
russian revolution, the concept and movement of Con-
structivism and suprematism spread from st. Petersburg 
and Moscow to central and western europe, and later 
to the whole world. the works of stalinist architecture, 
which were long ridiculed, are today regarded throughout 
the world as fine sites. They arose as a reaction to the 
avant-garde: as a continuation of Modernism and an op-
posite movement to Modernism. Without the architectural 
monuments of the heroic avant-garde, the monuments 
of conservative counter-Modernism (or was it an early 
Postmodernism?) are inconceivable. nowhere is this con-
nection more convincing in the visual character of a city 
than in Moscow.

unique buildings and architects of Modernism (early 
Modernism, classical Modernism and post-war Moder-
nism) from all over the world, especially europe, are now 
represented on the World Heritage list of unesCo. this 
is an unspoken invitation to russia (or even an unspoken 
demand) to give the best artists and artistic monuments 
of the soviet union the honour that they deserve in the 
eyes of international experts. russia has a unique he- 
ritage of 20th century monuments. they should no longer 
be left out of the World Heritage list, and they should be 
included in the russian national tentative list for nomi-
nation as World Heritage sites.

29 Selim Chan-Magomedov, Vhutemas. Moscou 1920 –
1930, Paris 1990.

30 Nikolaus Pevsner, John Fleming, Hugh Honour (eds.), 
Lexikon der Weltarchitektur, 2 vols., Reinbek bei Ham-
burg 1976, vol. II, p. 539

31 Maria Kiernan, Moskau. Ein Führer zur Architektur 
des 20. Jahrhunderts, Köln and London 1998, pp. 8–9; 
(idem, Moscow. A guide to Soviet and post-Soviet archi-
tecture, 1998).

from further afield, El Lissitzky from Russia. In 1920, 
Mondrian published Le Néo-plasticisme in Paris as a pro-
gramme of abstract-geometrical art and demanded that 
only horizontal and vertical lines and the primary col-
ours of red, yellow and blue and the three non-colours of 
black, white and grey should be used. 

the building style of new objectivity (“neue sach-
lichkeit”, “neues Bauen”) of the Weimar republic re-
ceived important stimulus from the neighbouring country 
to the west, and the same applied to the Bauhaus which 
was founded in 1919 in Weimar (later Dessau, finally Ber-
lin) and headed by Walter Gropius (later Hannes Meyer, 
finally Mies van der Rohe). This international network to 
promote new architecture also included, as its most im-
portant partner in the east, the architectural school which 
was founded in 1920 in Moscow as VKHuteMas/
VKHUTEIN (вхутЕмас, высшие художественно-
технические мастерские = Higher Art and Techni-
cal Studios; вхутЕин, высший художественно-
технический институт = Institute).29 like the Bauhaus, 
which the national socialists dissolved as early as 1933, 
the Moscow architectural school only lasted a short time 
and was closed in 1930. In the 1920 s, both architectural 
schools advocated similar aesthetic and educational re-
forms, both acted as motors and advocates of the Mo-
dern Movement and both influenced a new generation of 
young architects in the spirit of the avant-garde.

the unesCo World Heritage list includes testimoni- 
als and artistic personalities representing de stijl and Bau-
haus. the Bauhaus sites in Weimar and dessau (1914  –
1931) have been protected as part of the World Heritage 
for ten years, and they keep alive the worldwide memory 
of well-known Bauhaus artists such as Wassily Kandin-
sky. the rietveld schröder House in utrecht (1924) has 
been registered since 2000 as an outstanding architec- 
tural monument of the de stijl Group and an important 
testimonial to Modernism in the netherlands between the 
wars. a year later the House tugendhat in Brno (1929 –30, 
Czech republic) was also registered; it was designed by 
Mies van der rohe (1886 –1969), the last director of the 
Bauhaus in dessau and Berlin (1930 –1933). But anyone 
who looks for famous buildings representing the Mos-
cow architectural school VKHuteMas-VKHuteIn on 
the World Heritage list will be disappointed. the mas-
ters and pupils of what is now the architecture academy 
– including famous names such as Konstantin s. Meln-
ikov (1890–1974) , nikolai a. ladovsky (1881–1941), 
Vladimir F. Krinsky 1890 –1971), the brothers alexan-
der a. (1883–1959), leonid a. (1880 –1933) and Viktor 
a. Vesnin (1882–1950) or Ivan I. leonidov 1902–1959) 
– are not found on the World Heritage list today, nor are 
the legendary projects which emanated from this art aca-
demy and were so enthusiastically received by contempo-
raries in europe in the 1920 s.

 


